
     Replacing Jensen PA 500/JPA600

Because both Jensen and Ready2Talk follow standard car stereo color codes, swapping
a Jensen PA system with a Ready2Talk PA 63 or PA 64 is easy!

(Follow the colour codes listed below)
Input
● Swap the wires from the stereo going to the Jensen PA input with the RCA pigtail input adaptor plugs

WHT for WHT and WHT/BLK for WHT/BLK -  GRY for GRY and GRY/BLK for GRY/BLK
● Cut off the wires coming from the stereo to the Green and Purple input wires on the Jensen PA and tape 

them, as they are not used with the R2T PA's 
● Connect the RCA pigtail plugs to the R2T PA and set "Input Switch" on the back of the PA to "HIGH"
● NOTE: If your vehicle has an aftermarket stereo with RCA output, connect it directly to the RCA input

on the R2T PA instead of using the WHT and GRY input RCA pigtails and set input switch to "LOW"

Output
● Swap the Jensen PA output wires with the same coloured output wires on the R2T PA.  WHT for WHT, 

WHT/BLK for WHT/BLK, GRY for GRY, GRN for GRN and PUR for PUR… I'm sure you get the idea!

Power
● Like with the audio connections above, swap the Red power wire on the Jensen PA with the Red 

power wire on the R2T PA
● IMPORTANT: The R2T PA system has a second 12V constant Yellow power wire.  This MUST be 

connected to a constant 12V Power source capable of 10 Amps, or there will be no sound.
● Swap the Black ground wire from the Jensen to the Black ground wire on the R2T PA

Jensen PA Input R2T PA RCA Pig Tails Jensen PA Output R2T PA Output
LF +White White LF + White White
LF -White/Black White/Black LF - White/Black White/Black
RF +Gray Gray RF + Gray Gray
RF -Gray/Black Gray/Black RF - Gray/Black Gray/Black
LR +Green  Do not use - Cap Off LR + Green Green
LR -Green/Black  Do not use - Cap Off LR - Green/Black Green/Black
RR +Purple  Do not use - Cap Off RR + Purple Purple
RR -Purple/Black  Do not use - Cap Off RR - Purple/Black Purple/Black

IMPORTANT: Refer to the manual for how to adjust the front speaker output level vs. the rear output level


